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Never before in the history of our company has the Savannah River Nuclear Solutions 
team shown their resilience, strength and commitment as they have in the first half of this 
fiscal year. 

We began this year strong and—despite the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic—we have 
continued to deliver on our commitments, safely completing important work for the 
missions of the Department of Energy–Environmental Management and National Nuclear 
Security Administration. 

SRNS Operations completed the Optimization Outage in the K Area Interim Surveillance 
glovebox to help move material out of South Carolina. Operations also completed placing 
HB Line in a reversible Safe Shutdown status. 

The MOX Termination Project saw success in the removal of excess MOX inventory by 
working with the Savannah River Site Community Reuse Organization to transport four 
battery banks weighing more than 90 tons offsite for eventual disposition or reuse. They 
also saw the launch of the MOX Property Disposition Database, an online tracking tool 
that allows for real-time data on excess MOX inventory.

Information Technology completed a multi-year project with a hardware upgrade that 
replaced 800 computer network switches and installed new, cutting edge security 
software to improve cyber security at the Site. The SRNS Portable Equipment Commodity 
Management Center has made significant progress toward rightsizing and improving 
the reliability of SRS cranes. And SRNS continued to give back to its employees and the 
community through its annual Family Scholarships and Innovative Teaching Mini Grants.

Even in the toughest of times, SRNS continues to lead by example through teamwork 
and by exceeding expectations every day. 

I hope you enjoy this edition of SRNS Today, and as always, thank you for your interest in 
Savannah River Nuclear Solutions.

Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC, is a Fluor-led company whose members are Fluor Federal Services, Newport 
News Nuclear and Honeywell. Since August 2008, SRNS has been the management and operating contractor for 
the Savannah River Site, a Department of Energy-owned site near Aiken, South Carolina, including the Savannah 
River National Laboratory. The SRNS corporate and community offices are located in the renovated 1912 “Old Post 
Office” building in Aiken, S.C. The primary initiatives of SRNS are national security, clean energy and environmental 
stewardship. SRNS Today is published monthly by SRNS Corporate Communications to inform our employees 
and other stakeholders of the company’s operational- and community-related activities. If you have questions or 
comments, please contact us at 803.952.6131 or visit our website. 
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Stuart MacVean
SRNS President and CEO

On the cover
Operator Charlie Stokes 
uses a specialized cart 

to move material through 
the glovebox after it is 
introduced through the 
glove port in a training 
mockup of the K Area 

Interim Surveillance 
glovebox. SRNS and DOE collaborate on qualification 

extensions to continue essential SRS missions
DOE-SR and Site Training recently collaborated 
on an effort to extend qualification expirations 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure the 
Site could continue its essential missions. 

“Many activities on Site require employees to 
maintain certain qualifications in order to ensure 
their proficiency and ability,” said Director 
of Site Training Kevin Whitt. “Employees are 
re-qualified on a periodic basis. Some of these 
re-qualifications are computer based, but a 
large portion require in-person testing. Due to COVID-19 requirements 
for social distancing, requalifying individuals whose qualifications were 
expiring became a significant challenge.” 

Working collaboratively, DOE authorized SRNS to extend all 
qualifications 180 days beyond when they normally would 
apply, beginning March 13, 2020. DOE recognized that “certain 
requirements in several DOE Directives, while important for typical 
operation, are difficult to adhere to during times of national crisis. 
These include requirements contained in current DOE Directives that 
detail responsibilities and deadlines where compliance is adversely 
impacted because of this national emergency when maximum 
telework, and social distancing activities are being implemented 
throughout the Department.” 

Many other departments saw extensions as well, including 
Environmental Protection and ES&H Reporting, Facility Safety, 
Protective Force, and Program Planning and Management. 

Site Training’s proactive approach helped ensure the Site remained 
operating during mission essential operations. “We saw the writing 
on the wall and began these efforts in mid-March,” said Whitt. “We 
were particularly concerned with getting rad worker and respiratory 
qualifications extended, as they are essential to keeping the nuclear 
facilities operating.” 

DOE Director of Quality Assurance Tom Kohler worked to ensure the 
extensions were granted. “With SRNS’s input, we were able to put the 
qualification extensions in place to help protect the SRS workforce,” 
said Kohler. “These are unprecedented times and it takes all of us 
working together to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.” 

“This was a monumental effort that involved many different 
departments,” said Whitt. “Significant credit goes to Yolanda Pelzer, 
Design Authority for TRAIN/Automated Qualification Matrix and her 
team for entering over 8,500 extensions.” 

Although the qualifications are extended, Whitt says that the safety 
and security of the Site and the workers are not compromised. “Even 
though we are utilizing this on a much larger scale, this is a normal 
process allowed by DOE order,” said Whitt. “Our continuing training 
programs and proficiency requirements ensure that personnel have 
the skills and knowledge required to perform their jobs.” As more and 
more personnel return to SRS, the use of these extensions will be 
revisited, and returning personnel requalified.

 
Qualifications for personnel in the Radiation Protection Department were one of the many extensions granted by DOE in response to the COVID-19 crisis.
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The Solid Waste Management Facility (SWMF) 
at SRS has virtually completed Site Acceptance 
Tests for the Real-Time Radiography equipment 
and the Mobile In Situ Object Counting System 
Large Container Counter equipment for the first 
time, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

All transuranic (TRU) waste at SRS is required 
to be characterized under a certified Central 
Characterization Project (CCP) program, 
managed by Nuclear Waste Partnership 
personnel, before it can be shipped to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(WIPP) for permanent disposition. 

“Due to the current COVID-19 travel restrictions, acceptance tests 
were performed using video calls for the first time ever,” said SRNS 
Solid Waste Programs Manager Kerri Crawford. “An initial test was 
performed to ensure the video call could accurately meet requirements 
with both onsite and offsite Central Characterization Personnel, and 
SRS Subject Matter Experts. The initial test was successful, and we 
completed the required acceptance testing during May.”

The Site Acceptance Test is performed after the equipment is 
installed at the operating site, such as in the SWMF, to ensure 
the equipment still operates properly. Once acceptance tests are 
complete, the equipment will be calibrated and eventually certified for 
use in TRU waste characterization.

“After the WIPP shutdown, TRU waste characterization activities in 
SWMF were suspended,” said Crawford. All routine TRU waste that 
has been generated at SRS since this time must be characterized 
using the new equipment in SWMF. Once the CCP program at SRS has 
been re-certified, additional site areas will be added. 

SRS employees 
Tim Carlton and 
Todd Shepley 
are performing 
measurements 
during the Mobile 
In Situ Object 
Counting System 
Large Container 
Counter equipment 
Site Acceptance Test, 
while broadcasting 
to offsite customer 
representatives using 
teleconferencing 
software.

Solid Waste Management completes virtual site acceptance 
tests to move forward with TRU waste characterization

Analytical Labs layup project milestone completed ahead of schedule

“For example, Criticality Control Overpacks containing plutonium 
down-blend will be characterized, stored, and shipped from K 
Area,” Crawford added. “The CCP equipment used for K Area 
characterization will be an extension of the SRS certified program.”

“Doing Site Acceptance Testing through video is an inventive 
and effective way to ensure continued work during the COVID-19 
pandemic,” said DOE-SR Director of Waste Disposition Programs 
Division Sonitza Blanco. “This is something we will evaluate for future 
use as a cost-savings.”

three-phase Process Optimization Outage was recently 
completed by SRNS in order to introduce efficiencies to 
the K Area Interim Surveillance (KIS) Glovebox. These 
efficiencies will aid in the DOE’s mission to expedite 

plutonium down-blend and removal from South Carolina.

“Combining current and future planned missions at SRS will result in 
the need for faster plutonium processing,” said SRNS K Area Facility 
Manager Steve Wilkerson. “All plutonium down-blending is done in the 
KIS glovebox, so we looked for ways to make the process easier and 
faster while still maintaining safety.” 

The KIS glovebox is a stainless-steel enclosure with safety glass 
panels. It has fitted glove-port openings to allow contaminated 
materials handling and isolate workers from associated hazards. The 
glovebox was put into operation in 2007, so it needed to be retro-
fitted to align with the ramping up of the down-blend mission.

The Optimization Project required open glovebox maintenance, which 
involved removing one of the safety glass panels and attaching a new 
wing cabinet to the glovebox. This work is high hazard and required a 
custom containment structure to be built around the open glovebox 
area. Operators were required to wear air-fed plastic suits, and 
temporary glovebox ventilation was installed for contamination control. 

Some of the improvements implemented in the project included: 
installing new material entry and removal devices for the glovebox; 
acquiring new tools that allow for tight bag closure; minimizing waste 
generation; designing and fabricating special carts to move heavy 
canisters holding the down-blend material through the glovebox; and 
relocating equipment inside the glovebox to optimize the down-blend 
process flow for improved efficiency. 

Along with process improvements, staffing for down-blend moved to two-
shift operations before the outage, with the plan of moving to four-shift 
operations in FY21 to expedite removal of plutonium from the state.

“I am proud of the team and their commitment to safety during this 
project,” Wilkerson said. “There was a lot of prep work done before 
we began. We built and practiced on a mock-up before beginning 
and did a lot of planning and communicating with the customer to 
complete this high hazard work in a small space safely, while also 
meeting an aggressive schedule.”

Plutonium down-blending is the process of mixing plutonium oxide with 
an inert material before shipping it to an out-of-state repository for 
disposition (i.e. WIPP). The KIS Glovebox was installed and has been in 
operation since 2007 with no open glovebox maintenance performed 
until the Optimization Project.

Down-blending operations in the optimized glovebox are expected to 
resume in June 2020.

SRNS has completed a project milestone to clean out 20 gloveboxes 
and radiohoods in SRNL Analytical Laboratory space approximately two 
months early, as part of the Site’s laboratory consolidation efforts. 

SRNL has performed analytical samples from radiochemical 
processing and radiological environmental monitoring programs for 
more than 55 years at several facilities across the Site. To reduce 
costs and streamline capabilities, SRNL has begun a multi-year 
project to relocate analytical services from SRNL laboratory facilities 
located in F Area to SRNL’s central facilities location.

“Safe reduction in the operational footprint of F Area laboratories and 
relocation of ongoing analytical methods have involved teaming by 
many workgroups at SRNS and SRNL,” said Woodie Melton, Director, 
Analytical Laboratories Section. “When complete, the consolidation 
will provide a significant savings and allow the lab to better serve EM 
and NNSA missions.”

SRS’ F Area is also home to the now-decommissioned F Canyon 
chemical processing facility and 235-F Plutonium Finishing Facility 
that is currently undergoing deactivation activities. “Our goal is to 

eventually move all personnel and capabilities out of F Area and to put 
all facilities located there in surveillance and maintenance until they 
are decommissioned,” said F/H Laboratory Layup and Deactivation 
Senior Project Manager Anatia Whittenburg. 

“Since fiscal year (FY) 2018, the F Area Team completed layup of 10 
laboratories in the F Area Analytical facilities that were no longer in 
use. We are expected to complete layup activities with four additional 
labs this fiscal year,” said Whittenburg.” 

While this transfer of laboratory assets is conducted, the Deactivation 
Team for SRNS is removing and discarding unneeded equipment. The 
deactivation of the F Area Analytical facilities moves F Area closer to 
being put in surveillance and maintenance mode, resulting in dollars 
saved in operational activities. Eventually, these savings can be used 
to address higher priority missions.

The colocation of SRNL capabilities is forecasted to continue through 
FY21 until deactivation of the F Area Analytical Laboratories can 
begin. The Site plans to begin deactivation activities in FY2021 and 
complete in FY2023.

Operator Charlie Stokes preparing a waste can for bagout 
operation in a training mock up of the KIS glovebox.

Phase 1  Outage work considered typical construction work (such as 
electrical, supports, etc.). Does not require specialized equipment or 
present high radiological concerns

Phase 2   Majority of work. Consisted of glovebox panel removal and 
installation of wing cabinet, a specialized cabinet installed on the side 
of the glovebox that allows for safer and more efficient introduction of 
material and processing. Waste was removed from the open glovebox panel 
and new equipment introduced into glovebox for processing efficiency. 

Phase 3   Tied in remainder of Phase 1 equipment that could not be 
completely installed until Phase 2 was complete. At start of Phase 3, 
containment structure was removed and radiological conditions were 
returned to steady state.

Project  
complete
Three-phase  
KIS Process  
Optimization  
Outage  
adds efficiencies  
to expedite  
plutonium down-blend

Optimization Outage: Three phases
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Before database implementation: Pipe spools at the 226-F Laydown Yard awaiting disposition

After database implementation

MOX Termination property database  
offers real-time info about  

available material and equipment

Following the MOX Project termination in 2018, 
NNSA tasked SRNS with dispositioning the 
project’s excess material and equipment by 
September 2021. To efficiently manage this 
process and the more than 9 million units of 
property included, the MOX Property Disposition 
Database was created. In an approach unique to 
SRS, the contractor and customer can access, 
share and query real-time data.

The database tracks everything for the MOX 
Termination (MOX-T) Property Disposition Project 
in one place. It informs users of a unit’s value, 
disposition path and where it is along that path. 
Before the database’s creation, groups within the 
MOX-T Project managed individual spreadsheets, 
leaving information isolated and not readily 
accessible to everyone on the Project.

Anna Johnson, MOX-T Project Business Services 
Advisor, identified the need for a property 
management database last October. “Having a 
database that allows us to see information related 
to a unit of property and the ability to produce 
that data in a timely fashion is critical to project 
success,” she said.

Christian Ward, proposed Savannah River 
Plutonium Processing Facility Data Integration 
Project Manager, was then deployed to begin the 
conceptual design of a database solution. Working 
closely with Steve Smithers, Supply Chain Technical 
Services, Ward began creating and collecting the 
initial queries that would become the backbone of 
the database. The system captures user inputs, 
queries Field Material Tracking System (FMTS) data 
tables, allows users to quickly find relevant data 
and create presentation-ready reports.

“It was essential that the database give all 
team members, whether they are contractor or 
customer, the ability to query the same data set at 
the same time, preferably in a live environment,” 
Ward said. This is significant because it reduces the 
level of effort required to report the status of units 
of property in other systems such as Lotus Notes 
or People Soft. LAlso, management now has an 
interface to retrieve the information they need.

Ward completed database construction 
in January, although small evolutions are 
constantly implemented. In April, the database 
was moved to a shared drive that allows NNSA 
access and demonstrates a full Integrated 
Project Team approach.

“The MOX-T Property Disposition Project has very 
large amount of data to manage, so the simpler 
we keep our processes, the less chance there is of 
error and the quicker we can deliver quality results 
for our NNSA customer,” said Ron Bielewicz, MOX 
Material Disposition Property Manager. 

Four battery banks consisting of 260 individual 
battery modules weighing more than 90 tons were 
successfully transported from SRS and will have 
opportunity for a new life in the future. NNSA and 
SRNS selected the SRSCRO to remove the batteries 
from the Site for final disposition. This process was 
completed weeks ahead of schedule in March.

Removing the batteries was a significant undertaking. 
The four battery banks have 840 battery cells 
combined. The two larger banks each have 360 
cells and can supply up to 3,000 amps per hour 
continuously for three hours. For comparison, a 
microwave typically runs up to 15 amps. These high 
capacity batteries were originally intended to be 
used as a backup power source in the canceled MOX 
Facility project and were installed early in the facility’s 
construction for circuit breaker testing.

Scott Raish, MOX Termination Project Director, said, 
“The process to transfer the batteries to SRSCRO was 
no small task. I am proud to say it was completed 
safely, efficiently and ahead of schedule. The 260 
battery modules weigh over 90 tons when combined. 
Due to the immense weight, five truck loads were 
required to transport them off-site.”

Rick McLeod, SRSCRO President and CEO, said, “We 
are grateful for the opportunity to work with NNSA 
and SRNS to disposition the batteries for potential 
reuse. Working together, we were able to finish the 
removal process early, and next, we’ll determine final 
disposition of the batteries.”

This dispositioning process is part of NNSA’s strategy 
for obtaining the greatest benefit from materials no 
longer needed for the canceled MOX Facility project. 
NNSA and SRNS are working together to apply a 
rigorous review process to determine potential uses 
for the excess material and equipment, giving top 
priority to the agency’s projects at SRS and elsewhere. 

The batteries were determined to be unneeded 
by NNSA or DOE programs at SRS or elsewhere. 
SRSCRO will be responsible for the potential reuse or 
final disposition of the batteries.

90 tons  
of batteries safely 
removed from SRS 
ahead of schedule

Before battery removal

After battery removal

“We are grateful for the opportunity to work with 
NNSA and SRNS to disposition the batteries for 
potential reuse. Working together, we were able to 
finish the removal process early.”
Rick McLeod
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HB Line facility (orange dashed line)

Fifteen children of SRNS employees awarded Family Scholarships
Since 2009, $540,000 in college scholarships has 
been presented to graduating high school students as 
part of the SRNS Family Scholarship Program. 

This year, 15 children of SRNS employees were each 
awarded a $3,000 scholarship. 

More than 160 students have benefitted from the 
program since its inception.

“Though the winning students are graded and 
selected based on ability, leadership, community 
service, scholastic assessments and achievement, 
the level of maturity, dedication and sense of 
responsibility displayed by these same students, as 
described on the nomination forms, is impressive as 
well,” said Stuart MacVean. “We hope many of these 
students, like their parents, will one day join the SRNS 
family.” 

He continued, “While SRNS maintains continuity 
essential operations at SRS, we deeply regret not 
being able to recognize the scholarship winners 
in person due to circumstances surrounding the 
COVID-19 epidemic.”

John Bobbitt, son of John Bobbitt, SRNL 

Abby Bowser, daughter of Angela Bowser, SRNL 

Christina Brown, daughter of Charles and Karen Brown, SRNL 

Shelby Coleman, daughter of Randall Coleman, SRNL 

Christian Collins, son of Michael Collins, NNSA

Kolbe Dolin, son of David Dolin, Engineering 

Laurel Hicks, daughter of Barney Hicks, SRNL

Kamora Johnson, daughter of Melissa Sims, Business Services 

Nicholas Judd, son of Derron Judd, Business Services 

Matthew Li, son of Dien Li, SRNL

Thomas Lloyd, son of Shawna Lloyd, Technical Services 

Iris Nichols, daughter of William Nichols, NNSA 

Jesse Sanders, son of Lisa Sanders, Environment, Safety, Heath & Quality 

Barret Smoker, son of Brian Smoker, SRNL 

Kelley Tran, daughter of Lynh Nguyen, SRNL

Bottom row, from left:  
Abby Bowser, Matthew Li, 
Kamora Johnson, Nicholas 
Judd and Kelley Tran

Middle row, from left:  
John Bobbitt, Shelby 
Coleman, Laurel Hicks, 
Barret Smoker,  
Kolbe Dolin

The winners (and proud parents)

Top row, from left: 
Iris Nichols, Thomas Lloyd, 
Christian Collins, Jesse 
Sanders, Christina Brown 

In February 2018, SRNS received a letter of direction from the DOE 
directing the contractor to proceed with placing HB Line in Safe 
Shutdown status while preserving its capabilities for future use. 

HB Line is located on top of the H Canyon chemical separations facility.

“The principal scope of the Layup Plan involved three key tasks: 
de-inventorying and flushing facility product and cold chemical lines, 
which included anion exchange column resin removal, a complex task; 
dispositioning legacy plutonium and uranium materials stored and 
previously used within the facility; and laying-up support systems no 
longer needed,” said HB Line Facility Manager Nick Miller. 

Additional scope in the multi-year long effort included: altering 
the security posture of the facility to include Human Reliability 
Program de-enrollment and reduction in the amount of protective 
force personnel needed; implementing a revision to the facility’s 
technical safety requirements to reduce facility minimum staffing 
requirements; and assimilating the H Canyon (chemical processing 
facility located underneath HB Line) and HB Line organizations, all 
of which were reflective of the current plant conditions and aimed 
at reducing the future overall facility cost through the reduction in 
expenses related to maintenance, surveillance and utilities. 

“More so than any commitment delivery or cost reduction, I am 
most proud of the courage and resilience of this team to deliver 

HB Line  
placed in safe shutdown status

against the uncertainty and adversity that comes along with a 
mission change such as this,” said Miller. “I have always maintained 
shutting down a plant is twice as hard as starting one up, mainly 
because you have to keep the plant running safely in the meantime. 
The team executed this work all in-house, safely, without having to 
bring on any additional resources.”

SRNS recently completed placing the HB Line facility 
in a reversible Safe Shutdown status, which will result 
in a cost avoidance of approximately $40 million a 
year starting in 2021, compared to 2016 during peak 
plutonium feedstock mission operations.

“The Department’s direction to preserve the capabilities of HB Line 
will allow us to ensure the facility is ready for use in the case that 
it is needed again. The missions performed in HB Line over the 

years have a lasting impact on the site and the nation, and we are 
appreciative that some of the extensive experience of its employees 

can now be utilized in sister facilities across the site." 

Wyatt Clark

“The Department’s direction to preserve the capabilities of HB Line 
will allow us to ensure the facility is ready for use in the case that it 
is needed again,” said SRNS Senior Vice President of EM Operations 
Wyatt Clark. “The missions performed in HB Line over the years have 
a lasting impact on the site and the nation, and we are appreciative 
that some of the extensive experience of its employees can now be 
utilized in sister facilities across the site. Thank you to the employees 
who worked to ensure a smooth transition and safe layup.”

HB Line, a Hazard Category II facility, was built in the early 1980s to 
support the production of plutonium-238, which is a power source for 
the nation’s deep space exploration program, and to recover legacy 
materials stored in H Canyon. HB Line has been used more recently 
to make plutonium oxide, a non-weapons usable form of plutonium. 
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 SRNS makes steady progress 
in improving its fleet of cranes
As in the old adage, “out with the old and in with the new,” 
SRNS Portable Equipment Commodity Management Center 
(PECMC) personnel within Technical Services are making 
steady progress towards revitalizing the Site’s aging fleet 
of cranes.

In 2017, a Best Business Model Program (BBMP) was 
approved by the SRNS Executive Management Team to 
rightsize and improve the reliability of SRS cranes within 
18 years. There were 32 cranes on site at that time. 
Twelve were in “Cold Standby” and inoperable. Though the 
remaining 20 were designated as “In Service,” many of the 
oldest cranes were no longer mechanically dependable due 
to age and thousands of hours of service.

“Our team has been working hard to significantly change 
this situation,” said Kevin Heath, SRNS Manager, PECMC. 
“In fact, we’ve already hit one of most important milestones 
associated with this plan. We’re down to an optimum 
inventory of 14 active cranes, three of which are new, and 
the rest are in a reliable state of operation.”

Two of the three new cranes are rated for 30 tons, while a 
crane purchased in 2019 can handle up to 100 tons. Though 
all three cranes were purchased, SRNS received a significant 
discount for the second 30-ton crane by exchanging four 
excessed cranes with a heavy equipment vendor.

According to Heath, in 2017 when the BBMP was 
approved, the average age of a crane within the PECMC 
fleet was 27 years. “We were routinely replacing hoses and 
performing maintenance on a regular basis to keep enough 
cranes active and ready to support Site missions. I’m proud 
of our team,” he said.

Heath added that SRNS is in the process of signing 
over one of the older out of service cranes, still 
possessing some value, to the SRSCRO, a non-profit 
organization charged with developing and implementing a 
comprehensive strategy to diversify the economy around 
SRS. This organization also works to make the best use 
of excess and operating resources of the Site for the 
economic well-being of the surrounding area.

Portable air monitoring 
equipment enhances SRS 
environmental technologies

Annual SRNS Innovative 
Teaching Mini Grants help 
more than 100 local teachers
Over the last 11 years, SRNS has donated $700,000 to enhance local 
education through the annual SRNS Innovative Teaching Mini Grants program.

This year, more than 100 educators from the Aiken, S.C. and Augusta, Ga., 
area were given grants ranging from $500 to $1,000.

Normally, an awards celebration is held to honor the recipients of the 
grants. This year, the event was unfortunately cancelled because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Amber Bryan, a science teacher at Merriwether Middle School in North 
Augusta, was awarded a $1,000 Mini Grant. “This program gives us the 
opportunity to fund our ideas. Teachers get ideas for exciting and creative 
lessons but sometimes we don’t have the materials or funds to implement 
them. This program gives us that opportunity. It gives us a chance to give our 
students experiences that they might not have access to otherwise,” she said.

The program recognizes and supports projects that enhance elementary 
and middle school science, mathematics and technology programs. It 
is expected to directly impact more than 12,000 students over the next 
school year.

Typically, the grants are used to purchase project materials and hands-on 
kits and computer programs, such as: “Using Maps and Robots to Explore 
Animal Shelters”; “Marvelous Math Stations”; “3D Printing, Out of the Box 
Thinking”; and “Kindergarten Computer Coding and Connections.”

Educators from local elementary and middle schools (public and private) are 
eligible to apply for the $50,000 in Mini Grants offered each year. This year, 
nearly 200 grant proposals were submitted, with 80 being selected.

Funding for the grants is provided through the parent companies of SRNS 
(Fluor, Newport News Nuclear and Honeywell).

SRNS has an existing network of 14 permanent air monitoring 
stations: one at SRS, 10 at the Site perimeter and three within nearby 
population centers. These stations provide real-time monitoring to 
study the atmosphere in and around SRS, further strengthening the 
suite of environmental monitoring technologies.

“The geographical coverage and the data obtained by these air sampling 
stations is excellent,” said SRNS Scientist Jason Walker. “However, with 
the purchase of two portable sampling units, we can significantly increase 
our options by placing these state-of-the-art portable units wherever 
needed to add to the versatility of our overall program.”

Initially, each portable system will be temporarily located near a 
permanent station, then scientists will compare the data. “This will 
enable us to make small adjustments to further improve the data 
received from each permanent station,” said Walker. “A portable unit 
can also be used to temporarily collect data while a permanent unit is 
undergoing repairs.” 

In the unlikely event that an airborne release of nuclear materials should 
occur at SRS, the new units will more quickly provide detailed information 
since they can be rapidly transported to any location on Site.

The purpose of the SRS Radiological Environmental Monitoring 
Program is twofold: it monitors any effects SRS has on the 
environment, and it demonstrates the Site is complying with 
applicable regulations and standards set by the U.S. Environmental 

SRNS Scientist Jason Walker (left) inspects a new portable air monitoring station, 
while SRNS Environmental Specialist Jesse Baxley records readings from one of several 
permanent units at SRS.

Protection Agency, SCDHEC and DOE. Monitoring substantiates that 
SRS operations pose no risk to the surrounding population. 

“I believe our emergency management team and environmental 
monitoring group are the best at what they do in the DOE Complex,” 
said Rick Sprague, Senior Vice President, Environment, Safety, Health 
and Quality. “We continue to pursue innovative solutions to further 
enhance our environmental and emergency management programs.”

SRNS recently brought the future of cyber security to reality with a 
hardware upgrade that replaced 800 computer network switches in 
dozens of buildings across SRS and the installation of new, cutting 
edge security software. 

The multi-year project was completed nearly a year ahead of schedule.

A network switch is an essential component used as an interface 
between a computer, server or computerized hardware, such as a 
printer, plotter and other peripheral equipment. Through a company or 
sitewide data network, a computer user sends and receives email and 
accesses the internet.

The multi-year project was completed nearly a year ahead of schedule, 
while saving approximately $16.5 million dollars based on the initial cost 
estimate. A team of SRNS Information Technology (IT) personnel, led 
by Alan Chafin, SRNS Network Engineer, with the assistance of several 
subcontractor employees, used innovative thinking and strategic planning 
to compress the schedule and achieve this accomplishment.

Project management carefully coordinated outages with SRS 
organizations that were heavily reliant on IT equipment. This was crucial 
to avoid lost productivity and delayed completion of application-based 

tasks. Affected systems included payroll processing, employee benefits 
and security programs.

“We began this project about two and a half years ago for several 
reasons. Primarily because we wanted to proactively replace the switches 
before age-related maintenance issues appeared,” said Chafin.

The improved switches recognize and harness new security software 
that older switches could not support.

“This is a game changer,” said Henry Longley, SRNS Lead Network 
Engineer. “The new software, called Identity Services Engine or 
ISE, requires a new way of thinking in order to fully understand the 
immense and versatile capabilities it offers SRNS IT. Moving to ISE 
software is like moving from black and white television to virtual 
reality. It has that kind of potential impact to radically improve our 
ability to defend our data network and defeat attacks.

SRS uses "defense in depth" cybersecurity, which means layers 
of security are in place to protect computer systems and data. IT 
employees continually work to identify and patch vulnerabilities on 
network equipment, in order to maintain this defense strategy. 

SRS ‘switches IT up’ by optimizing cyber security

 
Amber Bryan, Merriwether Middle School science teacher, received an SRNS Mini Grant.

The new 100-ton crane at SRS
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